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Topic: Scale Up Portugal, the ultimate national startup ranking  
 
Lisbon, 15th November 2018 
  

Last week was one of the most hectic in the Portuguese Entrepreneurial Ecosystem, namely due to 
the fact that ‘the biggest tech conference in the world’, Web Summit, took place in Lisbon. After one 
year of hard work, collecting quantitative data, EIT Digital and BGI presented the TOP 25 Portuguese 
startups, providing them the unique opportunity to network with the Web Summit attending investors, 
at an exclusive dinner. 

 

History: 
EIT Digital and BGI partnership started in 2015, and the goal has always been the same: finding the best digital 
Portuguese startups and provide them with the tools to scale up. For that, various types of activities were created: 
pitch competitions, contests, roadshows, studies on the Portuguese market, and events to attract and bring together 
relevant stakeholders in Portugal. 
 
EIT Digital is providing the unique advantage to Portuguese startups of having access to the biggest digital network 
in Europe. This allows to boom the Portuguese entrepreneurial ecosystem by opening doors to expand in the old 
continent. 
 
Problem: 
Many international investors who come to the Web Summit do not even get the chance to meet the best 
Portuguese startups - because there is no database or document that compiles reliable information. As a matter of 
fact, foreigners’ knowledge on Portuguese digital innovation was often limited, and it was only possible to read 
subjective pieces on best startups. Even for the national investors, it is not crystal clear who is raising more money, 
who is generating more revenues or how many jobs are startups creating. What was missing, especially in this age 
of globalization, was the amount of innovation being created everyday by ambitious Portuguese residents, and the 
immense contribution of their products to the Portuguese economy.   
 
Solution: 
To remedy this, BGI and EIT Digital set out for several months to identify the top Scaleups in Portugal, and present 
comprehensive and aggregated data on the Portuguese startup ecosystem. The goal was simple, "shine the 
spotlight on the innovation community and help startups scale more easily". The process was challenging, from 
scouting databases, to analyzing large data sets, to validation and interviews. One thing was clear from the onset, 
this was no tranquil task. But it was completed with success. For that, partnerships with key players took place in 
order to access exclusive data, namely with KPMG, Informa D&B, Armilar Ventures, Dealroom, Racius, Fabrica de 
Startups, APBA, Dealmatrix.  
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The Result: 
6th of November was a night to remember, as key stakeholders of the Portuguese Startup Ecosystem gathered at 
Pavilhão do Conhecimento to do one thing: know about this report and celebrate the Top 25 Portuguese Scaleups 
of 2018. This dinner brought together the main national investors and some international investors to meet the top 
25 Portuguese startups with less than 5 years (identified through 2nd edition of ScaleUp Portugal report based on 
quantitative data). If one looks at the top of last year, one become an Exit (one of the few in Portuguese history) 
and another met an investor at last year VIP dinner, which whom has raised capital with. This proves that 
the methodologies used is accurate and that the exclusive dinner is really valuable for both the startups and the 
investors.  
 
For EIT Digital it was a unique moment, since most successful startups got together, and there was the possibility 
of a 1:1 with them, having access to the very best players of the national ecosystem. The fact that these 25 startups 
are brought together make them feel, as a group, recognized which is something that is still not very frequent in 
Portugal.  
 
Moreover, it is always interesting to see how these top 25 try to find partnerships and collaborations. Additionally, 
there was media present, who provide more visibility for the startups, which in the end is always positive, as they 
stay in the radar of other investors. Therefore, the 200 participants got to know the insights from the report,  
information regarding the ecosystem, and the top 25 Scaleups had the opportunity to network with domestic and 
foreign investors.  
 
As key highlights are the fact that the TOP 25 startups have raised over 110 million euros, from which 72% comes 
from international funding, generating 43 million in revenues and creating 850 jobs. Compare to the first edition the 
most recent report shows that less capital was raised, and that even if still high the international funding has 
decreased. Interesting to notice that Porto startups captured more capital than Lisbon ones, and even if Lisbon 
startups have higher revenue, both Porto and Coimbra are catching up with the capital. Lisbon remains the place 
where international investors invest more heavily. Considering job creation, capital raised and revenue here are the 
Top 5 Scaleups: Unbabel, Veniam, 360Imprimir, Vend2you an Codacy. If you would like to see who else is on the 
list, please download the report.  
 
EIT Digital and BGI also invited the 5 startups who won the Connecting contest, namely the Portuguese digital 
startups who applied to have access to this VIP dinner with investors and won 2 Web Summit tickets per startup. 
Those startups were: FuelSave, ParcelaJá, Plux, Shiptimize, and Sound Particles. 
  
It was an amazing and productive event, but the journey has only begun. The report will be continuously updated, 
as it will be gathered more feedback from the community, as well as revising the rankings through the year. 
  
Visit www.scaleupportugal.tech for more on the report. 
Find the press KIT here: https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1p4eFH5-l_RsT_l4yzsxnxsdoP9AG-NPP?usp=sharing 
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For more questions, do not hesitate to contact: 
Sofia Fernandes 
Head of Marketing and Projects 
BGI 
Sofia.fernandes@bgi.pt 
+351 918 702 311 


